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1. INTRODUCTION 
This research is a continuation of the work of [l] which attempts to deter- 
mine the numerical range of the product AB, i.e. 
WA@ = {W!f,f) :f E H, Ml = 11 
in terms of W(A) and W(B). In [l] we obtained results on this problem by 
restricting B to be nonnegative. Here and throughout A and B are “opera- 
tors”, which means that they are bounded linear operators on the complex 
Hilbert space H. For any collection of sets (8, : 01 E A}, by cl. conv.{& : OL E A} 
we mean the smallest closed convex set containing S, for each 01 E A. 
It is well known that for any operator A we have (4) I( A (1 < w(A) < 11 A II 
and if A is normal then w(A) equals II A II . In the second section we prove a 
theorem which implies that (4) I( A I] = w(A) when AH is orthogonal to 
A*H. An application of this fact uses the result of Sz-Nagy, Foias, and Berger 
that w(A) < 1 if and only if A has a 2-dilation, i.e. there exists a unitary 
operator U on a complex Hilbert space R 3 H such that An = 2QU” for 
71 = 1, 2,... with Q the orthogonal projection of R onto H. Thus if II A /I < 2 
and if AH is orthogonal to A*H then A has a 2-dilation. 
The above theorem of Sz-Nagy, Foias, and Berger also permits applica- 
tions of our third section. In particular if A has such a 2-dilation as above 
and B is an isometry commuting with A then AB has such a 2-dilation. 
Another corollary of our third section is the following: let A have polar 
factorization UR; if (AH)- = (A*H)- and if U*A = AU* then 
r(A) = w(A) = 11 A I] where r(A) is the spectral radius of A. More generally 
the conclusions of our third section give evidence relevant to the conjecture 
that w(AB) < I/ A 11 w(B) when A and B commute. This conjecture is the 
analog of the Banach algebra theorem that r(AB) < r(A) r(B) when A and B 
commute. 
The final section uses the machinery of [I] along with some perturbation 
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theory to obtain a theorem which improves the main result of [l]. It follows 
from this theorem if A is nonnegative and B is sectorial then AB is sectorial 
provided it is convexoid. Also if A is nonnegative and B is self adjoint then AB 
can be convexoid only if it is self adjoint. 
2. A SINGLE-OPERATOR METHOD THAT EXTENDS 
The main result of this section concerns a single operator although the 
method becomes applicable to the product of two operators by an obvious 
adaptation. We introduce the notion of the angle, say CX, between two sub- 
spaces, say V and W, and we use the cosine of that angle. We require that cy 
be nonnegative and that it be not greater than ninety degrees; furthermore 
we have cos 01 = sup I(zI, w)l where v and w are unit vectors in V and W, 
respectively. If we denote the closure of any set S by S- then we can state 
our result as follows. 
THEOREM 1. Let 01 be the angle between (T*H)- and (TH)-. Then 
w(T) d II T/I [cm a+ v’cos2 a+ l](4) 
where w(T) denotes the numerical radius of T. 
Proof. Let HI denote the subspace (TH)- which is clearly invariant 
under T and let H, be the orthogonal complement of HI . By representing H 
as HI @ H2 we can represent T as the two by two matrix of operators 
and 
Since B* is a transformation from HI to its orthogonal complement, we 
knowthat(B*f,,f,)=Oforanyf,EH,.ThusiffEHandf=f,+f,, 
fi E HI , fi E H, then we have 
I(A*fi ,fi>l = I@* + B*)f, ,fi>l d (~0s 4 llfi II2 II T* II 
and since (T*f, f) = (A*f, , fi) + (B*f, , fi) we find that 
l(T*f>f >I G (~0s 4 llfi II2 II T* II + llfi II llfill II T* II . 
If we assume that f is a unit vector then 11 f2 I/ = 41 - 11 fi II2 and by maxi- 
mizing the function f (x) = (cos LX) x2 + x dl - ~2 we find that an upper 
bound for 1 (T*f, f) 1 is [cos cx + l/cos2 (Y + I] (+) /( T* II . Because 
11 T II = II T* /I and w(T) = w(T*) the theorem is proved. 
It is possible to give a less accurate but simpler inequality. 
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COROLLARY 1. If 01 is the angle between (T*H)- and (TH)- then 
w(T) Q II TII cm a+ II TII (ii)- 
Proof. Simplify the inequality of the theorem using that 
~~<cosol+l. 
COROLLARY 2. If T*H is orthogonal to TH then w(T) = I( T 1) (4). 
Proof. It follows from the polarization identity that 11 T 11 < 2w(T), for 
any operator T. This inequality and the conclusion of the first corollary 
prove this second corollary. 
Remark 1. An immediate consequence of the Schwarz inequality is that 
w(T) < II TII . Th eorem 1 gives a better inequality provided cos OL < (Q) and 
Corollary 1 gives a better inequality provided cos 01 < (4). 
Remark 2. If A and B are operators on H and a is the angle between 
(AH)- and (B*H)- th en it is a straightforward consequence of the definition 
of OL that w(AB) < (cos a) II A 1) 11 B II . 
3. THE NUMERICAL RADIUS OF A PRODUCT 
The motivation for the results of this section stems from the paper [3] of 
Holbrook and the book [5] of Sz-Nagy and Foias. Holbrook proves the 
following theorem: If A and B are operators with AB = BA and A*B = BA* 
then w(AB) < (I A 1) w(B). He gives an alternative proof based on a unitary 
dilation due to Halmos (see [2], Problem 177); by using some constructions of 
Sz-Nagy and Foias and also some constructions similar to their approach we 
deduce results significantly stronger than Holbrook’s theorem. First we 
prove a lemma which is basic and straightforward. 
LEMMA 1. Let T be the direct sum operator @;“=, Tj defined 071 the direct 
sum Hilbert space H = @TsD_, Hj . Theta 
W(T)- = cl. conv.{W(Tj) :j = 1, 2 ,... 3 
und so w(T) = max w( Tj). 
Proof. First we prove the lemma in the case that the number of summands 
is the finite integer 7t. Take 
f=ifjs 1 = Ilf II2 = i llh IF 
5-l 5=1 
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and note that 
and 
(Tf, f) E cl. conv.{W(Tj) :j = 1,2 ,..., n} 
IV(T)Ccl. conv.{W(TJ :j = I,2 ,..., n}. 
Since it is obvious that W(T) 3 W(Tj) for each j = 1, 2,..., n the equality 
of the two sets above follows. 
The general case follows from what has been proved. The set 
cl. conv.{W(T,) : j = 1, 2,...} is obviously closed and contains 
cl. conv.{lV(TJ : j = l,..., n} for any integer n. Any f E H is the limit of the 
sequence {g,, : g, = CT=r fn> where f = CT=r fj and since 
(Tg, ,g,) ~cl. conv.{IV(TJ :j = I,2 ,... > 
it must be that (Tf, f) belongs to that set. The lemma is proved since the 
opposite containment is obvious. 
It is well known that if AB = BA and one of the two operators is normal 
then A*B = BA* (see [2], Problem 125); thus w(AB) < 11 A 11 w(B) in these 
circumstances. We use this result in the case that A is unitary and extend it 
to the case that A is an isometry. 
LEMMA 2. Let A be an isometry on H and let B be any operator such that 
AB = BA. Then w(AB) < w(B). 
Proof. We use the results of ([5], pp. l-6). Decompose H into HO @HI 
where this is an orthogonal direct sum with HO reducing A to a unitary 
operator and HI reducing A to a unilateral shift. Thus 
HI = M+(C) = & A% 
j-0 
and we can take the bilateral shift on H, = @T!“=_, C, where Cj = AX? 
for j = 0, I,... and Ci = C for j = - 1, - 2,... and this bilateral &ii is a 
dilation for the operator A on HI . Using the bilateral shift on H, let A’ be 
the obvious unitary operator on Ho @ H, which is a dilation for A. 
For any f E C and 8 a positive integer we define B’(A’-Gf) = A’-d(Bf ). We 
extend B’ to finite linear combinations of A’-d so as to make B’ linear; 
we let B’ agree with B on Ho and HI , and we extend it to all of Ho @ H, 
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so as to make it continuous. It is easy to see that B’ commutes with A’; we 
constructed it to have this property. 
Because A’ is unitary we have w(A’B’) < w(B’). Clearly the restrictions 
of B’ and A’ to &, @ HI are B and A, respectively. Consequently for any 
f E H = H,, @ Hl we have (A’B’f, f) = (ABf, f) and so W(AB) C W(A’B’). 
Furthermore the set of vectors f = g + Cy=-, A’jh with g E H,, , fj E C is 
dense in H,, @ H, and for m a sufficiently large positive integer 
(A’B’j, f > = (AImA’B’f, A’“f > = (A’B’A’mf, A’mf > 
= (ABA’mf, A’r”f) 
where Almf E H = HO @ HI . Therefore W(A’B’) C W(AB) and we have 
proved that the two sets are identical. Similarly W(B’) = W(B) and conse- 
quently we have proved that w(AB) = w(A’B’) < w(B’) = w(B) as desired. 
Now we can prove the main result. 
THEOREM 2. Let cy be any real number greater than 1. Set 
D = [I - A*A/az 11 A /12]1/2 and note that D is a nonnegative contraction with a 
bounded inverse. If BA = AB then 
49 G 01 II A II max{w(B), w(DBD-l)}. 
Proof. Let C = A/a II A 11 and note that D = [I - C*Cj112, 11 C II < 1, 
and the inequality to be proved is just w(CB) < max{w(B), w(DBD-l)}. 
Recall that the operators A, B, C, D are defined on the Hilbert space H and 
let H’ be the formal direct sum Hilbert space @T=, Hj where Hi = H for 
j = 1, 2,... . We define an operator c’ which is an isometric dilation of C by 
the equation C’( fi , f2, f3 ,...) = (Cfl , Dfi, f2, f3 ,... ). Let E denote the 
operator DBD-l and define an operator B’ which is a dilation of B (not 
generally isometric) by the equation B’( f 1 , f2 , f3 ,...) = (Bfl , Ef2 , Ef8 ,... ). 
We note that 
B’C’(f, ,fi ,fa ,...) = B’(Cfl, Dfi ,f2 ,fs ,...) 
= (BCf, , EDfi , Efi , Efs ,...), 
C’B’(f 1 ,fi ,fs ,a..) = c’(Bf, > Efs , Efa ,...) 
= (CBfi, DBfi , Efi , Efa ,...). 
Because A and B commute we have BC = CB and by the definition of E 
we have ED = DB; thus B’C’ = C’B’ and clearly B’C’ is a dilation of BC. 
From Lemma 2 we deduce that w(B’C’) < w(B) and by Lemma 1 we 
see that w(B) = max{w(B), w(DBD-l)}. Because B’C’ is a dilation of BC 
it must be that w(B’C’) > w(BC) and we have proved the theorem. 
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COROLLARY 1. If A and B commute and B commutes with either A*A or 
AA* then w(AB) < 11 A 11 w(B). 
Proof. First assume (A*A)B = B(A*A) and note that [I - A*A/G /I A II”] 
commutes with B and since X1j2 is the strong limit of polynomials in X for 
any nonnegative operator X (see [2], Problem 95) we know that DB = BD. 
Thus w(DBD-l) = w(B) and the right side of the inequality in Theorem 2 
becomes 01 /I A /I w(B) and since 01 is arbitrary except for CL > 1 we easily 
deduce that w(AB) < I/ A I/ w(B). 
In the case that AA* commutes with B we observe that AA* commutes 
with B* and A*B* = B*A* since AB = BA. By what was proved in the 
first case w(A*B*) < I/ A* II w(B*). Since 
IIAII =IlA*II, w(A*B*) = w(BA) = w(AB), and w(B*) = w(B) 
we have proved the corollary. 
COROLLARY 2. Let A be a partial isometry. If B commutes with A and 
either the initial space or the final space of A reduces B then w(AB) < w(B). 
Proof. Because A is a partial isometry, A*A and AA* are the orthogonal 
projections onto the initial and final spaces of A (see [2], Problem 98). So B 
commutes with (A*A) or (AA*) if the corresponding image space reduces B. 
In view of the preceding corollary this suffices to prove the corollary. 
Remark 3. One might suspect that w(DBD-l), and w(B) have a simple 
relation just by virtue of the fact that D is a nonnegative contraction. In the 
paper [6] by Williams there is an example of a similarity which results in an 
arbitrarily large numerical radius; that example can be modified so that the 
operator effecting the similarity is a nonnegative contraction. 
4. AN IMPROVEMENT ON A PREVIOUS RESULT 
We are now able to remove a hypothesis from Theorem 1 of [l]. We must 
use a result from perturbation theory and we state that result here in a 
convenient form. 
LEMMA 3. For any operators T and P we have 
a(T + P) C {z : dist(z, a(T)) < S(ll P II)} 
where S(E) -+ 0 as E --+ 0. 
Proof. For any E > 0 the set r = {z : E < dist(z, u(T)) < 2 II T iI> is a 
compact subset of the resolvent set of T. Provided /I P 11 < // T // we have 
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a(T + P) C {z : 1 x 1 < 2 ]I T II>. By ([4], Theorem 3.1), for 1) PII sufficiently 
small a(T + P) n r = 4 and thus U( T + P) C {z : dist(z, u(T)) < c} for 
]j PII sufficiently small. 
THEOREM 3. If B is a nonnegative operator and A is any operator then 
cl. conv. o(AB) C W(A)- W(B)- w k ere cl. conv. means closed comex hull. 
Proof. Since B is nonnegative it has a spectral measure E(.). For any 
E > 0 let B(E) = E([E, cc)) B and C(E) = E([O, l )) B; because E([E, co)) 
and E([O, l )) are orthogonal projections which commute with B we have 
B = C(E) + B(E), I] C(e)11 < E, W(B(e)) C W(B). Now we apply Lemma 3 to 
get 
u(AB) = u(AC(c) + AB(e)) C {z : dist(z, u{AB(c)]) < w(// AC(e)\/)} 
where w(S) -+ 0 as 6 + 0. 
(*) 
We now want to apply ([l], Theorem 1) but first we must demonstrate 
that B(c) has closed range. To see this we use ([l], Proposition 1) and we note 
that 
II~(4fl12 = j- t”dllW.)flla s 
where S = [E, co). Thus 11 B(c) f I/ 3 E 1) f 1) and B(E) has closed range for any 
E > 0. Applying ([ 11, Theorem 1) we get 
u(AB(e)) C W(A)- W(B(e))- C W(A)- W(B)-. 
From (*) and (* *) we conclude that 
(**I 
u(AB) C {z : dist(z, W(A)- W(B)-) < w II AC(E)II)} 
where w(6) --t 0 as 6 -+ 0. Since E is arbitrary except for E > 0 we have 
proved that u(AB) C W(A)- W(B)-. By Lemma 3 of [l] we know that 
W(A)- W(B)- is closed and convex; hence the theorem is proved. 
We say that an operator is convexoid if the closed convex hull of its 
spectrum is the same as its closed numerical range. So the following corollary 
is immediate. 
COROLLARY 1. If B is a nonnegative operator and AB is convexoid tken 
W(AB)- C W(A)- W(B)-. 
Remark 4. In [l] we listed eight conditions any one of which is sufficient 
for an operator to be convexoid. Consequently the above multiplicative 
property is rather general. 
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